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     For this assignment, choose a literary work by one of the authors on our reading schedule—the 

work you choose does not have to be one of our course readings.  Then compose an essay with a 

single main claim (thesis) supported by several detailed observations from the text.  Your thesis 

should address a problem of interpretation: an ambiguity, a paradox, a concealed meaning, or any 

tough question readers face.  For example, if I were interpreting William Blake’s “London,” I 

could explain his difficult metaphor of “mind-forged manacles” in my own way as “the 

psychological controls of the state.”  This is a good start toward a thesis, but I should go further to 

render the metaphor dynamically: “Blake’s ‘mind-forged manacles’ represent how social 

institutions, in the name of public order, constrain the awareness of the people.”  Such a thesis 

provides terms (“social institutions,” “constrained awareness,” “public order”) that need 

explanation and illustration, suggesting the subtopics that will come in the body of the essay.   

     As the essay proceeds, you should frequently cite details and use quotes from the primary text.  

You should also introduce and respond to the opinions or expert knowledge of other literary 

critics (secondary sources).  Such textual support allows the reader to understand the work in the 

light of your interpretation, and also presents evidence for believing it.   

     During the course of the essay, be sure to remind the reader of your main idea in transitional 

sentences as you turn to a new subtopic. Substantial transitions, like “The speaker also implicates 

the church in London’s invisible system of enslavement,” or “In the last three lines Blake makes 

his boldest indictment of London’s social restraints,” move things along by recalling the main 

idea and preparing the way for the next subtopic.   

     You are free to organize your essay according to your own subtopics rather than following the 

sequence of lines/events in the work.  Howsoever you organize your thoughts, please do not 

mention anything irrelevant to your main idea.  Your goal should not be to exhaust the text, 

but to provide one coherent answer to one important question about it. 

   

     This assignment should be about 1050-1400 words long (3-4 double-spaced pages), not 

including the works cited page that should be attached.  You must cite at least two secondary 

sources, using MLA format.  The essay is due by class time on Wednesday, March 18th.    


